INTRODUCTION 37
Introgressive hybridization is a common phenomenon among biological organisms, including our 38 own species (Green et al. 2010) . It impacts how we understand the nature of species and infer test for historical admixture by calculating asymmetry in the relative occurrence of these two discordant site patterns:
where C ABBA (i) and C BABA (i) are indicator variables of 0 or 1 depending on whether ABBA or BABA is present at each site. Following Durand et al. (2011) , we used SNP frequencies instead of allele counts in this study to allow for the inclusion of heterozygous sites. Thus, D was calculated as:
(2) 219 220 wherep i1 is the frequency of the derived allele in taxon P1 at site i. If the sampled individual has 221 both copies of the derived allele at this sitep i1 =1.0, if it is heterozygousp i1 =0.5, otherwise 222p i1 =0.0. We calculated D over all combinations of four taxa fitting the maximum likelihood 223 topology as well as alternative topologies of interest. For ingroup taxa we iterated over each 224 sampled individual separately, but for the outgroup taxon instead used a pooled group of samples 225 to measure the SNP frequency. This was made up of the four non-Virentes white oak samples, 226 withp i4 calculated as the frequency of derived alleles in all 2N locus copies for N outgroup 227 individuals containing data for a given site. This allowed us to maximize the use of RADseq data 228 with missing sequences, since we could use any locus for which the three sampled ingroup taxa 229 10 shared data with at least one outgroup. This approach also has the effect of down-weighting D if 230 the ancestral allele is not fixed across multiple outgroup samples, making it a more conservative 231 test.
232
For each test we measured the standard deviation of D from 200 bootstrap replicates in 233 which RAD loci were re-sampled with replacement to the same number as in the original data set, 234 as in Eaton & Ree (2013) . The observed D was converted to a Z-score measuring the number of 235 standard deviations it deviates from 0, and significance was assessed from a P-value using α=0.01 236 as a conservative cut-off after Holm-Bonferoni correction for multiple testing (number of possible 237 sample combinations fitting the given species tree hypothesis 
243
These statistics measure asymmetry in the occurrence of derived alleles present in both P3 244 sub-lineages (D 12 ), only P3 1 (D 1 ), or only P3 2 (D 2 ), and present in P2 or P1 but not both 245 ( Fig. 2A ). The first two demographic models have 9 parameters and differ only in their topology: in is no further migration between populations. 285 We used the log L-BFGS-B optimization method to fit parameters for each model.
246
D 1 (P1,P2,P3 1 ,P3 2 ,O) = Σ n i=1 C ABBAA (i)−C BABAA (i) Σ n i=1 C ABBAA (i)+C BABAA (i) (3) D 2 (P1,P2,P3 1 ,P3 2 ,O) = Σ n i=1 C ABABA (i)−C BAABA (i) Σ n i=1 C ABABA (i)+C BAABA (i)(4)D 12 (P1,P2,P3 1 ,P3 2 ,O) = Σ n i=1 C ABBBA (i)−C BABBA (i) Σ n i=1 C ABBBA (i)+C BABBA (i)(5)
286
Searches were started from 10 randomly perturbed starting positions, for a maximum of 5 parameter values and then re-optimized in ∂a∂i to estimate the parameters that would generate 293 these data under the same model by which they were generated.
294
The same simulated data sets were also used for Monte Carlo model selection ( have fewer missing data (9.6-52.1%; Table 1 ).
317
The distribution of missing data did not show strong hierarchical structure, as would be 318 expected if most missing data was caused by locus dropout due to the disruption of restriction 319 recognition sites (Fig. S1 ). Instead, for the largest data set ("Allmin4") the mean number of raw 320 14 reads was a better predictor for the number of shared loci between samples than was the 321 phylogenetic distance between samples (Mantel r ρ =0.372, P =0.010, and r ρ =-0.145, P =0.240, 322 respectively). A similar result was observed in the more complete "Allmin20" data set (Mantel 323 r ρ =0.479, P =0.002, and r ρ =0.087, P =0.523, respectively), suggesting that sequencing effort had a 324 more significant impact on missing data than relatedness. with respect to its putative sister taxon Q. brandegeei in data sets that include samples from all Fig. 1 ). An asterisk marks the hypothesized ancestral relationship of S with either lineage. For each scenario sampled tips are shown in the following order (P1,P2)(P3 1 ,P3 2 ). The direction of introgression being tested is indicated by an arrow on the map, and a gray line traces the path on the topology through which shared ancestral P3 alleles are introduced into P2 to the exclusion of P1. D-statistics are reported as Z-scores. TXMD3  TXGR3  MXGT4  MXED8  BJSL25  BJVL19  BJSB3  CUSV6  CUCA4  CUVN10  MXSA3017  BZBB1  HNDA09  CRL0001  CRL0030  SCCU3  LALC2  FLSF33  FLBA140  FLSF47  FLMO62  FLCK216  FLSA185  FLSF54  FLCK18  FLAB109 FLWO6 Figure S1 : The distribution of shared RADseq loci between samples across two data sets with different thresholds for the minimum sample coverage. (A) The number of raw input reads at the beginning of bioinformatic analyses. (B) Heatmap of locus sharing across the two assembled data sets. The large but sparse "Allmin4" matrix (55.5% missing data) is below the diagonal while the smaller but more complete "Allmin20" matrix (26.6% missing data) is above the diagonal. (C) The inferred "Allmin20" topology. Figure S2 : Rooted ML phylogenies inferred from 15 concatenated RADseq data sets. Bootstrap support is 100 except where indicated. Ingroup taxon sampling varies among data sets, but each shares the same seven outgroup samples. For each subset of taxa both a sparse and more complete data set were generated. (E-F) Inferred relationships among closely related species or populations are different from the full tree (A) when taxa from distant clades, which may have exchanged genes, are analyzed separately. FLSF54  FLWO6  FLCK18  FLAB109  FLSA185  FLCK216  FLMO62  FLSF47  SCCU3  FLBA140  LALC2  FLSF33   MXSA3017   BZBB1  HNDA09  CRL0001  CRL0030  CUSV6  CUCA4  CUVN10  BJVL19  BSL25  BJSB3  MXGT4  MXED8  TXGR3 Figure S3 : Population clustering with admixture for 27 live oak individuals inferred from 14K SNPs. Specimen IDs are shown. Outgroup taxa were excluded. Clustering was performed at values of K between 2-8. The rooted ML tree inferred from the (Allmin4) RADseq data set is also shown for reference. Bootstrap supports are 100 except where indicated. 
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